
 

 

 

SCHEDULING YOUR ANALYSIS IN ROBOTS 

ACL 273 

 

Online 

This course introduces learners to the Robots module and teaches them how to create tasks that can run their 

scripts on a schedule. You’ll learn how to schedule and automate time-consuming tasks so you can free up your 

time and focus on more strategic and meaningful work. 

Who should take this course? 

Scheduling your analysis in Robots walks you through setting up tasks that will run your analytic scripts on a 

schedule. It’s designed for users with foundational knowledge of ACL Analytics who want their scripts to run 

unsupervised and on a continuous schedule. If you want to become more efficient by automating time-consuming 

and repetitive – but critical – processes so you can focus on more high-value work, then this course is for you! 

Knowledge level Intermediate 

Field of study ◦ Computer software and applications  

Prerequisites ACL Analytics Foundations Program  

Advanced preparation N/A 

Recommended CPEs 1.5 

Most recent review date February 12, 2019 

Delivery method Self-study 

Expiration date One year from registration date 

In order to be eligible to receive CPEs, you must pass the final exam (70%) within one year of registering for this 

course. 

https://academy.acl.com/catalog/info/id:507
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What is it about? 

This intermediate-level course introduces you to the Robots interface and teaches you how to 

create tasks that schedule and automate the running of scripts built in ACL Analytics.  

How can I register? 

If you have an active ACL software subscription, you can register from the course catalog on ACL 

Academy. 

What will I learn? 

The course is organized into three section: 

1. Getting started with Robots: 

◦ Recognize the various features of the Robots module 

◦ Identify roles and privileges of the Robots module 

2. Navigating and editing your work 

◦ Identify how to navigate the Robots module 

3. Scheduling your scripts 

◦ Determine how to create and run tasks 

◦ Recognize troubleshooting procedures when a Robots task fails 

Policies & statements 

For information on ACL Academy's policies and statements, including CPE eligibility, exam 

retake policy, refund policy, complaint resolution policy, etc., please refer to About CPE 

accreditation on ACL Academy. 

https://academy.acl.com/catalog
https://academy.acl.com/about-cpes
https://academy.acl.com/about-cpes
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Official NASBA registration statement 

ACL Services Ltd. is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy 

(NASBA), as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry 

of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance 

of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may 

be submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its website: 

www.nasbaregistry.org. 

http://www.nasbaregistry.org/
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